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Sunnyside’s
Team of Clean

Spring 2016
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Sunnyside’s Environmental Service Team
serves on the front line of keeping the
Village clean and well kept.

Keeping Sunnyside Spic and Span

Left to right: Linda Hawkinson and resident Paul Smith. Dave
Bruneau at the Community Center.

K

eeping Sunnyside Village the clean and healthy
community that residents and visitors know it to be is
a monumental undertaking. Behind the spotless façade,
is a team that takes their responsibilities very seriously,
and who feel it’s all worth the effort. From independent
residential apartment common areas to the Community
Center gathering spaces, all areas including resident rooms
in the Manor and Health Center, keeping the community
clean and healthy is practically a calling for the 27
members of the housekeeping staff.
“We hire people who are humble and devoted. We
look for people who take pride in what they do,” said
Rebecca Orum, environmental services director. “They
are aware of the people around them, and that they are
working in their homes.”
One example of many is Linda Hawkinson, who
handles housekeeping for the residential Village. Her
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responsibilities include the apartment building common
areas, four guest rooms and the marketing office. “I enjoy
the residents. You get to know them. To me, they are
like family,” she said. That compels her to be even more
thorough in her responsibilities while taking pride in the
clean, inviting surroundings for the sake of the residents.
Sunnyside residents and visitors notice the cleanliness
and appreciate it. “The Sunnyside Community Center is
well kept and Eicher Auditorium is very tidy. The dining
area is always in quite excellent shape,” said independent
living resident Gary Cooper. “I realize that things are in
constant use, but it’s still kept very clean.”
Maria Yens is responsible for the Health and
Rehabilitation Center’s south hall housekeeping and
personifies the closeness that the housekeeping staff
feels with the residents. “I love coming to work every day
and seeing the residents’ faces. It’s very important,” Yens
said. “They become like family to me. I want to make sure
everything is just right.”
Housekeeping may seem like a background activity,
but it’s critically important to the welfare of the entire

Maria Yens, Health and Rehabilitation Center housekeeper.

Sunnyside Village. Every day, housekeeping and laundry
staffs clean surfaces, table linens, clothing, bathrooms,
floors and areas that can harbor germs. Not only does this
promote a sanitary environment, it makes everyone feel
safer and more comfortable.
With the right people onboard, Orum said the
training is fairly intense and ongoing. This is one of the
reasons that Sunnyside facilities always smell fresh. “We
are proactive with immediate action for circumstantial
situations and have a system to disinfect every surface,
every day,” Orum said. “That keeps bacteria at bay and
reduces risks for residents, staff and visitors.”
Sunnyside Health and Rehab Center’s housekeeper
Lisa Duncan works the same 16 residents’ rooms, plus
some common areas, each day. So, like other Sunnyside
housekeeping staff, she knows their habits and preferences.
For residents that enjoy her company and prefer to be
there when she cleans, she makes sure to clean their rooms
when they are in them. For those who prefer their privacy
more, she cleans their rooms when they are at a meal or
otherwise occupied outside their room.
Greg Ard, housekeeping supervisor, is in charge of
the entire floor cleaning for the Health and Rehabilitation
Center and the Manor. You can see him in several facilities
working the floors on a daily basis.
“It’s work you have to enjoy and have a servant’s
heart,” he said, which Ard clearly does. “It’s important.
We work in the background but we know we’re serving
the residents.”

Laundry is another critical area. Everything is washed
constantly, from table linens to bed linens and towels to
clothing. “We are so particular with the laundry,” Orum
said. The laundry has three industrial washers that can
handle 50 pounds of laundry each and four industrial
dryers that keep things tumbling dry. The team cleans
about 1,850 pounds of linen every day, said Toni Lisella,
the laundry manager.
“We’re proud to see what we get accomplished each
day,” Lisella said.
But the laundry crew is focused on more than just
fresh linens. They work closely with the certified nursing
assistants who make residents’ beds in the Health Center
and Manor. Laundry staff folds the sheets hem to hem in
a specific fashion so that it is easy for the CNAs to make
the beds quickly, Lisella said. This is both efficient, and
limits any inconveniences to residents. Laundry also makes
sure that residents’ clothes are mended. Small fixes, like
sewing on a button, they do themselves, but a seamstress
comes in weekly to do large clothing repairs.
Nothing is left to chance with the housekeeping
and laundry crew. Whether they vacuum, mop, sweep,
or wash linens, their training, attitude and devotion to
their services ensure that the community maintains high,
healthy standards.
Cindy Fulton precisely folds linens.
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The charm of fresh flowers

T

he charm of fresh flower arrangements creates a
pleasant dining experience for residents in the Lakeside
Dining Room. Flowers are a perfect complement for
engaging conversations or just a nice pick-me-up. They
add color and vibrancy to a room. Independent resident
Martha Horrocks would know. She spent 35 years in
floral design and felt there was a need for pretty petals at
Sunnyside. So like many Sunnyside residents, she decided
to get involved. She created a Floral Committee and
took over the flower arrangements on the dinner tables.
Horrocks, Carole Steel and Anna Thorson now make sure
there are new floral designs on the tables every 10 days
— about as long as a fresh set of flowers lasts and looks
good — and the trio waters them every other day.
“Everybody loves the fresh flowers,” Steel said. “It’s
just a fun thing.”
Thorson said this is an opportunity for her to voluntarily
contribute to Sunnyside and be part of a “creative endeavor.”
“Fresh flower arrangements in the dining room add
a pleasant and home-like atmosphere for everyone to
enjoy,” Thorson said.
There are 30-35 arrangements. The flowers are bought
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with money supplied by the Village store and the greens
come from approved plants on the village grounds.
Steel said she enjoys volunteering and helping out, and
loves working with the flowers — “who wouldn’t want to
fix flowers” she asks — but she said Horrocks is the one
who has the keen eye. If something doesn’t look right, she
asks Horrocks, who makes an adjustment and it’s always
just right, she said.

Floral committee, from left to right: Anna Thorson, Carole
Steele and Martha Horrocks.

Raising money for
Syrian refugee crisis

Sunnyside residents, staff
and MCC representatives.

A

couple of Sunnyside Village residents wanted to
express their compassion for Syrian Refugee families
that have been displaced by the war. The residents asked
Sunnyside Village’s chaplain, Jarvis Hochstedler if he knew
of any way direct individual donations could be made to
support these refugees. Chaplain Jarvis did some research
and suggested the Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)
as a potential charitable organization. MCC already
has programs and staff in place in the Middle Eastern
countries. Michael Smith, director of the Sunnyside
Foundation, was able to help expand the opportunity
from just a couple of people to a larger, more meaningful
outreach for the humanitarian crisis.

Working diligently to raise money over a short time
frame, Sunnyside residents and the Foundation presented
a check for over $17,000 to Mennonite Central Committee
representatives in December.
“Our residents have a lot of empathy for others, and
want to make a positive impact across thousands of miles
and to other societies. In less than a month, we raised
thousands of dollars for the cause,” Smith said.
“We are grateful for Sunnyside Foundation’s support
of MCC’s response to the ongoing crisis in Syria and Iraq.
This generosity helps MCC provide Syrians and Iraqis with
the food, water, shelter and work they need to survive,”
commented Bruce Campbell-Janz, MCC East Coast
executive director.
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Exercising to
better balance

E

xercising to better balance can help people avoid falls
and live longer. According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) one third of people 65 years
and older fall each year and every 29 minutes an older
adult dies from a fall, making protection against falling
of paramount concern. Loss of balance mechanisms and
muscle contribute greatly to falls. As those are normal
functions of aging, this is particularly important at
Sunnyside.
So Sunnyside’s Therapy Department instituted the
Otago Exercise Program to increase balance and core
strength and minimize the risk of falling.
“Weak ankles, hips and core muscles means more
falls,” said Patrick Laskowski, director of Therapy at the
Health and Rehabilitation Center. “But studies show we
can gain muscle and balance into our nineties.”
Residents are seeing the value of the program.

“Attendance was 10 to 15 people when we started a
year ago. Now there are 30 to 40 who are in the program,”
said Stephan Austin, physical therapist assistant, who leads
weekly classes.
The Otago Exercise Program is a series of 17 strength
and balance exercises provided by a physical therapist
that reduces falls up to 40 percent for older adults. There
is a lot of data available on the success of the method
because it is an evidence-based program. The program
was developed in Otago, New Zealand.
The exercise program begins by assessing a person’s
strength and balance with some very simple exercises,
such as how many times they can stand up from a chair
without using their hands to push.
Next they begin a regimen of 30-minute exercise
classes twice weekly and commit to walking 30 minutes
each day on their own. The exercises are designed to
strengthen leg muscles and core muscle groups, plus
retrain balance, through multiple levels of difficulty.
Residents are then encouraged to increase their repetitions
and duration of workouts.
“The residents can learn how to do these on their own.
That’s what we teach them,” Laskowski said.

Left to right: Stephan Austin, physical therapy assistant, works with Ray Baker through therapy. Stephan also leads an exercise
class in Eicher Auditorium.
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MANOR M OMENT

Collaboration benefits all ages

S

unnyside Manor residents
created a place of confidence
and enthusiasm for ten fourth-grade
Junior Girl Scouts who were able
to learn a lot, and give a lot, while
accomplishing their Junior Journey
program.
The girls of Girl Scout troop 197
paired with 10 residents of Sunnyside
Manor as part of an intergenerational
project. The purpose of the project was
to familiarize Girl Scouts with senior
adults through a series of interviews
and story sharing. The girls interviewed
their Sunnyside partners, wrote
biographies about each resident, read
out loud to their resident partners,
researched their heroes and spent time
on projects that included watercolor
painting, paper dolls and making
Valentine’s Day cards for veterans at a
VA hospital.
The experience was beneficial for
both the girls and the residents.
“The girls learned a lot about
different time periods,” said Marcia,

manor activities director.
Because several generations
separated the girls from the ladies,
when the Sunnyside residents talked
about their upbringing, it was eyeopening how different the world was
60 or 70 years ago. That became a
point of wonder and education for
the girls.
For instance, Sunnyside resident
Sovilla Mast was asked by her Girl
Scout what she did for a family
activity when she was a girl. When
Mast told her that the main family
activity was going to church each
Sunday, the girl was very surprised.
There are more options and time for
family activities today.
Clear communication was a critical
component of learning. Because
hearing issues are not uncommon for
some residents at Sunnyside, the girls
developed essential skills such as how

to speak louder and enunciate more
clearly — important factors in being
able to communicate. In this respect,
the Sunnyside residents provided
added benefit.

The experience was beneficial for
both the girls and the residents.
“Talking to adults is difficult for
people that age,” said resident Anne
Kenner, who was a Girl Scout herself
and enjoyed her time with her Girl
Scout partner. “But she learned to
speak up and talk more slowly.”
The fourth grade girls made their
impression on the residents, too,
who looked forward to seeing the
girls each week. “She impressed
me greatly,” Kenner said of the Girl
Scout she worked with. “She was a
charming young lady.”

Top left: Mia with Jane Prieur. Bottom right: Anne Kenner with Olivia.
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Sunnyside Village
5201 Bahia Vista Street, Sarasota, FL 34232
941-371-4245, info@sunnysidevillage.org
www.sunnysidevillage.org

MHS
Alliance

Mennonite Health Services

Sunnyside is affiliated with Mennonite Health Alliance, Southeast Mennonite Conference, LeadingAge and LeadingAge Florida.

The mission of Sunnyside Village is to enrich the lives of residents, staff and the community by providing
homes and facilities, services and programs in a Christian environment.

Questions Jesus asked that we should answer
By Chaplain Jarvis Hochstedler
Questions?!
We have all grown up with questions. Some
from my mother are still rattling around in my brain.
Did you hit your sister? Did you brush your teeth?
Do you know how fast you were going? Where
were you last night? Does she go to church? Do I
know her parents? Did you say your prayers? How
much did you pay for that?
Well, I could go on ad infinitum with questions.
Maybe one more though, do you remember a
four-year-old’s favorite word…why?
Questions were an integral part of Jesus’ ministry
and this Lenten season we are exploring seven of 20
questions found in the Gospel of John. They are:
• What are you looking for (John 1:38)?
• Are you a teacher…yet do not understand
(John 3:9)?
• Do you want to be made well (John 5:6)?
• Do you wish to go away (John 6:67)?
• Will you lay down your life for me (John 13:38)?
• Am I not to drink this cup (John 18:11)?
• Why are you weeping and whom do you seek
(John 20:15)?

The Chapel at Sunnyside Village.

Those are thought-provoking questions for then
and now. The answer to each lies in Christ Jesus and
our relationship to Him. Lent is a time of reflection
and self-examination. It is my hope and prayer that
you will take a moment to ponder what Jesus has
asked, not only of His disciples, but also of us.
He indeed has the answer!

